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DON Acquisition Rotation Program

- Targeted for GS-13 through GS-15 (or equivalent) acquisition professional employees

- Goal is to develop and enhance knowledge in the current career field and leadership

- Ideal candidates will have a strong desire for further career field and leadership development

- Rotation should be a
  - WIN – Employee
  - WIN – Local Command
  - WIN – Host Command
How does it work?

• NACC will send out an Open Season email to Command Leaders announcing “Call for Nominations”

• Interested candidates should discuss with their local leadership to gain approval / find rotation location

• Candidate fills out Rotation request form (Provided) and obtains signature approval

• Endorsement needed from DON Acquisition National Leads
Program and Travel Guidelines

- Salary continues to be responsibility of local command
- Travel funded by NACC through DTS Cross Org and can NOT exceed 90 days
- Traveler must have GTCC issued by their command and discuss credit limits with local APC
- All travel must be complete prior to 30 Sept 2019
NACC Sponsored Rotational Assignments

- Targeted for GS-12 through GS-14 (or equivalent)
- We will consider your GS-11 rising stars
- The selected candidate will be working with NACC staff on NADP work, such as...
  - Policy review and policy writing
  - Event planning and travel
  - NADP Career Management Services
  - Exposure to HR processes including performance and conduct issues
How does it work?

• NACC will send out an Open Season email to Career Field Managers (CFM’s) announcing “Call for Nominations”

• Interested candidates should discuss with their local leadership to gain

• Candidate fills out Rotation request form (Provided) and obtains local signature approval
Program and Travel Guidelines

• **Salary continues to be responsibility of local command**

• **Travel funded by NACC through DTS Cross Org and can NOT exceed 90 days**

• **Traveler must have GTCC issued by their command and discuss credit limits with local APC**

• **All travel must be complete prior to 30 Sept 2019**
• 1st Assignment – Betsy Trovato (NAVSEA) Aug/Sept 2018

• Who’s Next – Maybe YOU
BACK-UP
National Leads

- Wendy Kunc – BUS-CE
- BJ White Olson – BUS-FM
- Elliot Branch – CON / PUR
- William Bray – ENG / S&TM
- Joseph Gott – FE
- Victor Gavin – IT
- Rear Adm Morley – IPO
- Jimmy Smith – LCL
- Frederick (Jay) Stefany – PM
- Emily Harmon – SB
- Carrol (Rick) Quade – T&E